Market Trends 2nd Quarter 2012
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Leather goods maintained a good dynamism,
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The overall average registered a drop in
seasonal

and
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the
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industry, but the situation was very different
even among companies within the same
segment. What emerged among the general
trends was a less consistent reduction in
bovine leathers compared to sheep and goats
and the best results were achieved in the top
end ranges; the destination markets that
were less penalised were leather goods and
car interiors. The trend was somewhat better

Continuing difficulties for upholstered furniture
in the EU (Germany and eastern Europe did well,
but Italy and UK were down). The situation in the
US and China was rather favourable.
Generalised losses for the automobile industry
in Europe (particularly significant was the drop in
the number of car registrations in Italy); the best
prospects could be seen in the demand for
leather interiors linked to the top end segment
and the most dynamic foreign markets (USA and
Asia).
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synthetics industry was still down in the
long-term comparison, with less significant
losses
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segment, but it was slightly up in the shortterm comparison.
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The seasonal downward trend continued for
footwear. Losses were rather limited for the
Italians and the Spanish, compared with more
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Germany. The luxury industry was confirmed
as being the only exception in this weak
context. China was only up thanks to the
domestic market. Brazilian exports did well,
and in Vietnam they continued to increase.
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